We address the problem of mapping a set of processes which communicate synchronously on a distributed platform. The Time Triggered Architecture (TTA) proposed by Kopetz for the communication mechanism of a distributed platform offers a direct mapping that would preserve the semantics of the specification. However, its exact implementation may, at times, be problematic as it requires the distributed platform to have the clocks of its components perfectly synchronized. We propose as implementation architecture a relaxation of TTA called Loosely Time-Triggered Architecture (LTTA), in which computing units perform writes into and reads from the communication medium independently, triggered by local, quasi-periodic but non synchronized, clocks. LTTA offers some of the advantages of TTA with lower hardware cost and greater flexibility. So far LTTA was studied for single directional two-users communications over an LTT bus. General topology was not studied. In this paper we propose a design flow that ensures semantics preservation for an LTT communication network with arbitrary topology. Key elements are two new protocols for clock regeneration and predictive traffic shaping. Our approach relies on a mathematical Model of Communication (MoC) that we describe in detail. *
INTRODUCTION
In automotive and avionics applications, the propagation of information from one end to the other of a functional chain is typically implemented by a set of periodically activated tasks and messages. The execution platform is a distributed architecture consisting of several ECUs (Electronic Control Units) connected by buses or an interconnection network. Some of the communications between tasks must guarantee no loss of data. We refer to this constraint as data (or stream) semantics preservation. Furthermore, real-time constraints may be defined on the computation and communication latencies.
In this paper we address the problem of mapping the functional requirements onto an implementation platform so that stream semantics preservation constraints are satisfied, timing constraints are met, and appropriate cost functions can be optimized. To this end,we start from
• a set of (possibly interacting) functions. Each function obeys the following model: it proceeds by a (possibly nonterminating) sequence of successive logical reactions composed of a finite set of actions; in addition, timing constraints such as periodicity and/or deadlines can be attached to each action.
• an implementation platform consisting of interconnected ECUs, protocols for accessing the interconnection network and middleware for each ECU. The platform is characterized by its performance in terms of timing, capacity, power and cost.
Then, we perform mapping of the functions onto the implementation architecture so that the constraints are verified and cost functions defined on the implementation architecture can be minimized. The mapping problem is complex since the limitation of the implementation platform may make stream semantics preservation difficult to achieve. Often, when the implementation platform is event-based, guaranteeing that the logical and timing constraints are satisfied is an unsolved problem or requires a large overhead. A possible solution to this problem is to select the implementation architecture so that some of the constraints are satisfied by construction and the analysis can be carried out using formal methods.
The Time Triggered Architecture (TTA) proposed by Kopetz in [9] consists in implementing, on a distributed hardware, the real-time periodic synchronous model. However, this approach carries cost and timing penalties that may not be acceptable for some applications. Hence, there has been growing interest in less constrained architectures such as the Loosely Time-Triggered Architecture (LTTA) used in the aerospace industry and studied in [3, 15, 10, 11, 2, 1] . LTTA is characterized by the following features:
• access to the communication medium occurs quasiperiodically, using the different local clocks; while not synchronized, these clocks are bound to deviate from each other with limited drift and jitter. We call such clocks quasi-periodic.
• writings and readings are performed independently at all nodes connected to the medium in synchrony with the above mentioned local clocks;
• the communication medium behaves like a shared memory, i.e., values are sustained and are periodically refreshed, based on a local clock owned by the medium; how multi-user access to the communication medium is performed, is left unspecified.
The LTTA mechanisms can be either implemented in customized hardware, or built on top of existing distributed execution infrastructures -for example, CAN based networks as shown in [6] . The LTTA mechanism has not been fully characterized nor a complete design flow with potential design space exploration has been offered. In [18, 20, 19, 2] protocols for time-sensitive and LTT architectures were proposed to compensate for a change in latencies, from specification to implementation. In [3] , sufficient conditions were given to ensure preservation of stream semantics. However, the results of [3] are specific to single-user case and provide no basis for a systematic extension to multi-user, multi-bus, communication. Recent work [6] extends the work of [3] by showing how cascade LTT communication can be implemented on top of a CAN based architecture.
In this paper, we propose a comprehensive design flow that maps functional requirements onto an LTTA with arbitrary topology that can be implemented in a variety of ways including a set of LTT buses. The design flow is guaranteed to produce a semantic preserving implementation if appropriate assumptions are satisfied.
The paper is organized as follows: we first present a mathematical toolkit in Section 2 that details the model of computation used throughout the paper. Communication by Sampling is studied in detail in Section 3. Following this study, we propose a Platform Based Design approach [17] to map a set of functional requirements on LTTA potentially implemented with an LTT network (LTTN) offering CbS communication links. In particular, in Section 4 we present the LTTN and two protocols that guarantee semantics preservation on the mapping of the requirements onto the network. Additional results regarding the deployment of LTTN over LTT busses, multiple access, and fault tolerance, are found in [16].
MATHEMATICAL TOOLKIT
In this section we develop the toolkit we shall use throughout this study.
An algebra of flows, daters, and counters
A mathematical model for CbS must handle flows, defined as successive dated occurrences of valued events. We first present the corresponding material, by building upon the pioneering work [4] . Symbol AE denotes the positive integers: 
The counter of e is a non decreasing function Ê+ → AE defined by
and we define the strict counter of e by
The dater and the counter of a flow carry the same information. The counter can be obtained from the dater as shown above. Alternatively, the dater can be obtained from the counter as follows.
To be able to refer to "the date of the nth event", or "the index of the last event before t", or "the last value before t", etc, we will need in the sequel to compose the above operators. The following generic notation will be used for this purpose: The following current operator 1 is a variant of the former one. It sustains the last value seen in the strict past: Regarding dates, the operator last provides at any time the last occurrence time of the flow: 
The operator at delivers, at each occurrence of some flow κ, the current value of flow e:
Semantics preservation
Consider two flows e1 and e2. We say that flow e2 stream preserves flow e1 if the following holds:
1 The names "current" and "when" (used later in this text) are taken from similar operators found in the Lustre language [5] .
Stream preservation between computing units guarantees that the considered distributed architecture is GALS (Globally Asynchronous, Locally Synchronous), so that techniques from [13, 14, 7] can be used to ensure correct-by-construction deployment of synchronous (or polychronous) specifications. The so defined stream preservation does not account for timing issues. Strict preservation of timing is too strong and irrelevant for LTTA. Instead, we shall complement stream preservation with bounds on the relative periods and jitters, for the considered flows, in each case.
COMMUNICATION BY SAMPLING
Communication by Sampling (CbS) is the only basic building block of our LTT Architecture. CbS involves pairs of the form {writer, reader}. It is formalized using a composition operator between flows. First we discuss this operator informally and the define it formally and provide some of its properties. Denote by w and r the flows of writings and readings. Then, w r is the flow collecting the successive deliveries, by the reader, of the successive writes. That is:
• if w performs a writing that is overwritten by a subsequent writing before being read by r, then no corresponding event for flow w r is produced;
• if r performs a reading that follows a previous reading without having a writing occurring between the two, then no corresponding event for flow w r is produced;
• if w performs a writing that is followed by a corresponding reading of r prior to a next writing, then an event for flow w r is issued at the time of that reading; equivalently, if r performs a reading that follows a corresponding writing of w, then an event for flow w r is issued at the time of this reading.
Operator w r is illustrated on Figure 1 . Note that, despite the notation, w r depends on the flow w of writings, but it depends on r only through its clock κ r . So, we have
which enlightens the causal dependency, from the pair (w, κr), to the output stream ν r . We shall now formalize this description. To define w r, we need to define two things: its "timing aspect", that is, its dater; and its "value aspect", that is, its sequence of values.
Timing aspect. The dater of flow w r is characterized by its counter:
Formula (10) consists in counting the number of reads that are preceded by at least one write. Dual formula (11) consists in counting the number of writes that are followed by at least one read before being overwritten. These two formulas are illustrated in Figure 1 . Notice that the dater t w r n can be derived from the counter of w r as shown in Equation (4).
Value aspect.
Regarding values, the nth value read by the reader is the currently written value at the time of the nth read:
This completes the definition of flow w r.
Effective procedure for computing c w r , and properties
Using formulas (10) and (11), the following precise description of c w r can be given, by switching between these two formulas at appropriate times. To get such a formula, key remarks are:
• Suppose that, for some t > 0, condition
is satisfied for every t r k ≤ t. Then, applying formula (10) simply yields c w r t = c r t . We say that such an interval is of type read. The set of t's satisfying (13) is an interval of the form [0, t (10) ), where t (10) ≥ 0.
• Alternatively, suppose that, for some t > 0, condition
is satisfied for every t w k ≤ t. Then, applying formula (11) simply yields c w r t = c w t . We say that such an interval is of type write. The set of t's satisfying this property is an interval of the form [0, t (11) ), where
When a read occurs, we know that no current write is pending, and thus we can regard this read event as if it was the origin of times: t = 0.
Thus, we can repeat the above reasoning starting from any read event. Read events of interest for doing this are obviously those where one switches between the above two cases. Intervals of type read and of type write alternate, and the evaluation of c w r t is performed accordingly. This mechanism is illustrated on Figure 2 . The switch from type write to type read is discovered at events of w. However it must be implemented at an event of r, whence the backtracking shown by the backward pointing arrow in the figure. From this analysis, a number of consequences can be drawn: Property 1 (Communication by sampling). 
If
c w r t = c w t holds, then w r stream preserves w, meaning that ν w r =
Taking latencies into account
So far we have ignored delay in the operator : we have assumed that what is written is immediately available for reading. Clearly, this is rarely the case in practice, where various types of latencies are introduced between a writer and a reader, including program and operating system execution, communication, etc. To account for latencies, we consider the physically-delayed flow w , related to w by ∀n : ν w n = ν w n and
where δ k is a (possibly variable) positive latency. Since latencies δ k vary, it is possible that the order of events is reverted in w : for instance, if
. We wish to forbid this, therefore we make the following assumption. We denote by δ the flow of latencies δ k , k ∈ AE, and by
the flow w related to w via (15) or (17) . Whenever needed, all the results we provide in the sequel can be adapted to handle latencies, by replacing a considered flow e by its delayed version δ [e].
Buffered Communication by Sampling
Up to now, we have considered basic CbS, where the communication medium behaves like a shared memory. It is of interest to extend this mechanism with bounded buffers, as follows. We assume that the reader is equipped with a buffer of size M . The buffering mechanism, illustrated in Figure 3 
from top to bottom). Each scenario illustrates how the original buffer is transformed by a read or a write operation (the write operation is applied to the original buffer and not to the buffer resulting after the read). Grey boxes indicate places filled with data; white boxes are empty; and paved white boxes indicate that the data is removed except when this would make the buffer empty. Arrows indicate the move of data. When writing, a paved box is regarded as empty, as depicted in the first row.
• When the buffer is full, an additional writing puts the fresh data in place 1 of the buffer, and shifts by 1 place all data previously sitting in the buffer. This causes the loss of the oldest data, sitting in place M .
• Readings from the buffer get the oldest data from it, i.e., the data sitting at place N w,r t , where N w,r t is the buffer level at instant t.
• When the buffer level is > 1, then readings consume the data. Alternatively, when the buffer level equals 1, then readings do not consume the data.
• The buffer is initially non-empty.
This mechanism is non blocking, for both writings and readings, and reduces to basic CbS when M = 1. Note the first row in Figure 3 , which illustrates that the data is not consumed when buffer level is 1. This mechanism is denoted by
It is formalized next. For x and y two flows, set 
If tn = +∞, then the subsequent terms of the sequence are also infinite. Then, for every t ∈ Ê+, the buffer level at time t is equal to:
And, finally, the buffer contents and output of the mechanism are given by:
Equations (21)- (24) formalize buffered communication w M r. Observe that these equations are easily implemented in an on-line form. When t1 = +∞ (25) holds, i.e., the buffer never gets full, Equations (21)- (24) simplify as follows: 
where x denotes the largest integer ≤ x, then (w M b) r stream preserves w.
THE LTT COMMUNICATION NETWORK (LTTN)
In this section, we consider mapping over a LTT Network, that is an ideal communication network in which every communication occurs according to the exact (unbuffered) CbS scheme modeled in Section 3. The case of mapping over a network of LTT busses is discussed in [16] .
Formally, we consider a network involving computing units Ci, i ∈ I, where set I of sites is finite. Each site Ci is equipped with a quasi-periodic clock κi. Clocks κi are loosely, not strictly, synchronized (this is formalized later). The network is modeled as a directed graph G having Ci, i ∈ I as set of vertices. Having a branch Ci → Cj in G means that Ci acts as a writer wi and Cj acts as a reader rj in a point to point CbS communication. Bi-directional and ring communications are allowed, thus G can have loops.
Communication Ci → Cj is by sampling, with the following characteristics (a) -(d), where κ ↓ 2 denotes clock κ, down sampled by a factor of 2, i.e.,
(a) Loose synchronization: for evey pair (i, j) of sites such that Ci → Cj is a branch of G, pair (κi ↓ 2, κj ) satisfies the assumption of Property 1.3, i.e., clock κj is more frequent than downsampled clock κi ↓ 2.
(b) Writes wi are tentatively triggered by clock κi ↓ 2. Effective writes occur at a clock κ w i , downsampled from κi ↓ 2 by traffic shaping [12] , see below for a detailed description. A key feature of our traffic shaping policy is that it only depends on the effective writer's clocks for the different sites, not on the messages transferred. We now have to link the LTTN to the underlying LTTA and to optimize the use of LTTA resources. In LTTA, being loosely synchronized, the physical clocks may suffer from relative drift and jitter. If not compensated for, clock drifts cause buffer overflows, thus resulting in loss of data and lack of semantical preservation. Thus, a set of protocols will be developed to ensure that the set of distributed logical clocks built on top of the loosely synchronized physical clocks exhibit no relative drift, but only bounded jitter.
PROTOCOLS TO ADAPT LTTA TO LTTN SEMANTICS
The two protocols introduced here (Clock Regeneration and Predictive Traffic Shaping) use a simple two-counter mechanism that we introduce first.
A generic two-counter monitoring protocol
All the protocols needed for LTTA will rely on a unique mechanism that we describe now. Consider two flows x and y, together with one of the following two hypotheses:
H1: there exists a real number D > 0 such that, for every
H2: there exists an integer
Hypothesis H1 expresses that the (possibly time varying) period of flow y possesses an upper bound that is also a lower bound for the period of flow x. Hypothesis H2 expresses that, if flow x puts tokens in a buffer for (possibly immediate) consumption by flow y, then this buffer will never overflow provided that it has size at least M . Define the following quantity, for t ∈ Ê+: 
Then, let z be the flow with values in the set {−1, 0, +1}, such that T z = T x ∪ T y , and whose value at a given occurence is +1 if x occurred alone, −1 if y occurred alone, and 0 if both x and y occurred simultaneously. Formally: This mechanism (31-33) for monitoring the violation of an hypothesis of the form H1 or H2 will be used in several contexts to develop our LTT architecture.
Clock Regeneration
The preservation of stream semantics is formalized by condition (8) . To guarantee (8) , statement 3 of Property 1 essentially requires that the writer shall be slower than the reader-what "slower" means is quantified precisely in the referred statement. Compensating for the ever decreasing sampling period in cascade communications is performed by a clock regeneration protocol, implemented on each computing unit C, see Figure 5 . This protocol performs con- sistent downsampling of the input data read at rate κ, for re-emission at a rate (possibly downsampled from) κ ↓ 2. The function performed by this protocol is to discard replicates, while properly emitting fresh data with no loss. This protocol is formalized next. Buffered CbS communication is defined in Section 3.3 and operator " when " is defined in Section 2.1. The relevant information transmitted by our LTT network is captured by the set of reads "r when β r " and writes "w", attached to each site C. Protocol 1 is illustrated on Figure 6 shows the favorable case, where stream semantics is preserved without the need for a 2-buffer. However, Figure When G is not strongly connected, we apply Theorem 2 to each connected component. The different connected components are partially ordered and form a cascade communication, for which it is enough to have clocks of decreasing nominal periods, adjusted to ensure type write for communications between successive connected components.
Protocol 1 (Clock Regeneration protocol

So far
CONCLUSION
We presented a comprehensive design flow from functional requirements to implementation on a distributed system consisting of multiple ECUs and interconnections that leverages the concept of Loosely Time Triggered Architecture. To do so, we introduced a formal model of computation to capture the communication mechanisms typical of LTTA and an intermediate layer of abstraction called Loosely Time Triggered Network. This layer of abstraction can then be mapped onto a variety of implementation architectures. The design process is guaranteed to preserve stream semantics if appropriate assumptions hold. The implicit assumption we have made in this paper is that the functional requirements are related to discrete control functions that include protection (fault tolerance, voting), mode changes, and some event triggered side functions.
Open problems are the efficient application of the LTTA architecture to implement continuous and hybrid functions such as low level safety critical feedback control loops, whose underlying design is performed based on continuous time models. Typical examples include flight control of aircrafts or combustion control for engines.
